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Abstract.
Vertical gradient electromagneticsounding
(VGS) on the Endeavoursegmentof Juan de Fuca midBo(co) Zo+ Q• tanh(q•0h0)'
oceanridge revealsthe presenceof a 2D ridge-parallel,conductivity anomaly. If the anomalyis causedmainly by melt where T is the VGS responseparameter, Ex is the seafloor
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--[ Zø/
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in a conventionalupper mantle upwelling zone alone, then electric
fieldorthogonal
to Bx,•bo
2 = ico/•cro•
Zo
2 = icol•/cro,
the conductivityof the zone is about 0.6 S/to. The corre- and croand ho are the conductivity and thicknessof the sea
spondingArchie's law melt fraction exceeds0.10. A signifi- respectively.
cantly lower melt fraction requiresa sheet-like,well interconThe impedanceQx may be found for an N-layered strucnected melt. Upwelling zone conductivity can be reducedby ture, layer parametershi and cri, through the upward recura third if the anomaly is broadenedand a crustal conductor
is added

sion rule

to the model.

Introduction

[Qi+x
+zitanh(qbihi)
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Qi= zi Qi+x
tanh(qbihi)
+ Zi •

Forsyth[1991] and Turcotteand Morgan [1991]review
the methods and results of numerical modeling of mantle upwelling and melt emplacementat the mid-ocean ridge. Models satisfying observed geophysicaland petrophysical constraints fall into two broad categories. Sparks and Parmen-

(2)

whereqb•
2 = icolZO'i,
gi2 = icolZ/O'i
andQN =
Given estimates the VGS parameter for a range of frequencies,expression(1) may be invertedusingstandardMT
techniques to a layered earth model. If the earth structure

tier [1991]and PnippsMorganet al [1987]proposea broad is not 1D, then interpretation proceeds by matching commantle upwelling region containing well-connectedpartial puted estimates of the magnetic field ratios from a specific
melt and melt migration focusedtowards the neovolcanic model directly with the measured data. We use a numerical
zone(meltmigrationmodel)whileBuckand$u [1989]and algorithmwritten by T.R. Madden. The rule (1) connecting
$u and Buck [1991]suggesta narrowmantleupwellingzone Q• on the seafloor and T is not valid in 2D or 3D.

Jegen[1997]presentsan analysisof the physicsof the
melt with a low degreeof connectivity(dynamicmodel). VGS method summarized here. For frequenciesin the band
Model discrimination requires additional geophysicaldata. in whichridgefeaturesare visible,10-a to 10-• Hz, sig-

with a mainly vertical melt migration pattern and a partial

Electrical conductivity is a parameter particularly sensitive nificantly more current is induced by the external field in
to fluid content in a rock and, at mantle temperatures, the the ocean layer than in the subjacent crust. The propor-

degreeand connectivityof partial melt. The differentupwellingmodelsare evaluatedby convertingthe petrologyof
the crust and the predicted upwellingregion into their electrical analogs,and comparingthe responseof theseanalogs
with experimentaldata from the Juan de Fuca ridge.

tion is just 1 -ITI which has a value greater than 0.9 over
thesefrequencies
for typical earth models(seeFig. 1). The

horizontal magnetic fields on the seafloor generated by the
external currents and by the induced currents in the sea
layer almost cancel each other. The residual field on the
seaflooris causedby currents induced in the half-space and
is diagnosticof crustal conductivity.
Vertical Gradient Sounding
The seafloor magnetic field is related to integrated curNatural field electromagneticvertical gradient sounding rent flow. It is not distorted by local, small scale inhomo(VGS)wasusedsuccessfully
by LawandGreenhouse
[1981] geneities. Further, the effect of large scale 2D topography
to map the seismiclow-velocityzone beneath the Juan de typical of ridge environmentsis minimal. Current flow in the
Fuca plate. Temporal variations of the geomagneticfield sea normal to the ridge is squeezedinto a thinner sea layer
causedby currents in the ionosphereand magnetosphere but the process,in accordancewith Ampere's law, doesnot
are recorded on the seafloor and at a nearby land refer- effect the seafloor horizontal magnetic field significantly.
ence station. if the electrical conductivity varies only with
In a 2D study, Jegen[1997] examinedthe effect of a

depth, then any horizontal componentof the surface B0 small cylindrical conductivity anomaly at depth added to
and the seafloor B• fields expressedas a function of an- a 1D model. The conductivity anomaly perturbs crustal
gular frequencycoare relatedto the well-knownmagnetotel- current flow both along and acrossits strike, in the TE and

luric (MT) impedanceQ• = poE•./B•. on the seaflooras
Copyright1998 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
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TM modes respectively. For both polarizations, the anomalous horizontal magnetic field generated on the seafloor is
twice the field of the anomalous current pattern. The advantageous,doubling effect may be representedby an image
sourceabove the seafloorrepresentingthe effect of induction
by the anomaly in the seawater.
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directions,
ridgenormal(TE) andridgeparallel(TM) re-

•"'"
crust
fractured
near
surface
rock

_

<

lithosphere

spectively.
Jegen[1997]describes
theprocessing
techniques.
Dueto the lownoiselevelof the OBM, 4 pT per roothertz,
theVGS response
couldbe measured
up to a frequency
of
0.1 Hz.
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Interpretation

asthenosphere
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The TM mode responsescalculatedfor END 1 and END2
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areshownin Fig. 1. The data fromdifferentyearsat different siteswith differentreferencestationsoverlapwithin the
statisticalerror. Clearly,they cannotcontainany obvious
systematic error due to the reference station location. Fur-
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Figure 1. The TM modeVGS response
derivedfrom
measured data at END1 and END2 plotted as a function

of frequencyand comparedwith responses
calculatedfor
layeredearth modelsshownabovethem

ther, they mustbe sensitiveprincipallyto regionalstructure
as predictedby preliminary modelingstudies.
Superimposed
on the data are the responses
of variousregionallayeredmodelsdisplayedin the upperpanelof Fig. 1.
The selectedlayeredmodelsdiffer in the conductivityand
depth to a lower conductivehalf-spaceoThe set of all models that fit the data require an integratedconductivityof
no more than 100 S in the upper 20 km, a condition we
have satisfiedthrough near surfacehigh crustal conductivity, leaving the remainder of the zone resistiveø All models
require a conductivehalf-spaceat depth. The conductivity
of the half-spaceis reflected in the value of the responseat
very low frequency;the depth to the half-spaceby the slope
of the response.Our optimum model is compatible with the

modelsderivedin otherMT experiments[Sinhaet al., 1997;
Oldenburget al., 1984; Wannamakeret al., 1989]and with
resultsof controlled-source
seafloorEM experiments[Evans
et al, 1991; Cox et al., 1986].
The TE mode responses are sensitive to both the 1D
model and any 2D conductive structure beneath the ridge.

Experiment

Jegen[1997]searched
extensively
for an inverseparameter

The experimentaldata presentedhere were collectedon
the Endeavour segmentof the Juan de Fuca ridge. Davis

that

best illustrated

the nature

of 2D features

and settled

shallowestdepth of 2.2 km with an inner rift i km wide and
100 m deep. In its axial morphology,it is similar to fast
spreadingridges,like the East PacificRise(EPR).
Seafloormagneticrecords60 hrs long, sampledat 0.1 Hz,
and 55 hrs long, sampled at i Hz, were collectedon two

zeroonlyin the frequency
range10-4 to 10-• Hz, peaking

on the parameter J, the differencein the magnitudes of the
and Curtie [1993]summarizegeophysical
observations
there. TE and TM mode responsesdivided by the magnitude of
Although the spreadingrate is in the intermediaterangeat the TM mode responseexpressed in percent. Clearly, J
58 mm/yr, a shallowmeanaxial depthof the ridgesystem vanishesby definition over a 1D structure. Further, she
showedthat the 1D background model need be known only
andthe highsubsidence
rateonthe orderof 350m/ •
suggestthat the mantletemperatureis rather high [Klein approximately for a reliable determination of the parameters
and Langmuir,1987; Forsyth,1991] and the melt supplyis of an embedded 2D anomaly to be made.
The measured J response for the two sites is shown in
robust. The Endeavoursegmentis 90 km long. It hasa well
developedaxial ridge. The axial high is 4 km wide at the Fig. 2 as a function of frequency. It differs noticeably from

at about5 x 10-3 Hz. The positivepeakin the response
re-

fiects the presenceof a relatively conductive anomaly. The
anomaly is causedpresumablyby the presenceof either partial melt in the mantle upwelling zone or crustal hydrotherseafloorstations,END1 (48ø11.90
' N, 129ø24.04
' W) and mal activity. The zone could be localized beneath the ridge
END2 (47ø56.02
' N, 128ø45.02
' W) in 1992and 1993respec- as the responseis smalle• at END 1 than at END2 which are
tively usingthe highly-sensitive
Universityof TorontoOcean located 27 and 16 km off-axis respectively.
We first matched the observed J responseswith comBottom Magnetometer(OBM). The stationsare at the center of the Endeavour segment, approximately 27 km and puted responsesfor two structuresrepresentingthe dynamic

16 km off the ridge axis at depthsof 2680 and 2630 m. Ref-

and melt-migrationmodels(seeupper panel, Fig. 2). The

erence measurements were recorded at a landstation in Vic-

mantle upwelling zone in the melt migration model is representedby a broad conductive prism, 10 and 80 km wide
at the top and base respectively. The same feature in the
dynamic model is representedby a narrow sheet a constant
10 km in width. The background 1D model is our preferred
layeredmodel derived from the TM mode responsealone.
The computed responsesare shownas the curvesthrough
the data in Fig. 2 for a range of values of a constant con-

toria, British Columbiafor END 1 and in Moclips,Washington for END2.

The distance between the land and seafloor

sites is about 350 km, within the scaleof uniformity of the
surface horizontal

field.

Data analysisinvolvedthe computationof VGS response

ITI, the magnitudeof the ratio of the seafloor
andreference
magneticfields,as a functionof frequencyin two orthogonal
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The electrical conductivity of the two-phase material in
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and fluid phase material, on the amount of partial melt
present, and on the mechanical form of the mixture. Theo-
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material rr, of 1000. Archie's law, an empirical relationship
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An estimate of the connectivity of melt requires a knowledge of a melt conductivity at temperatures and pressures
typical of those beneath the ridge. The available data are
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limited. Z•burczyand Waft [1983]report measurements
on
Hawaiian theolitic melt under 15 kbar pressurein the range

1 S/m to 10 S/m for a corresponding
temperaturerangeof
1500 to 1700 K. Since the derived anomaly conductivities

Figure 2. The twodimensional
J inverse
parameter
de- are rather high we assumea melt conductivityof 10 S/m
rived from measured data at END2 and END 1 plotted as a
functionof frequencyand comparedwith responses
calculated for the models shown above.

in sample calculations to obtain minimum melt fractions for
the various models. A commonly accepted maximum fraction is about

0.10.

Assuming an intermediate connected melt described by

Archie'slaw the estimatedconductivityrange,0.2 to 2 S/m,
ductivity within the upwellingzone. An increasein conduc- would require a melt fraction exceeding 0.10, in the range
tivity of the upwellingzoneincreasesthe amplitudeof the 0.14 to 0.44. The range can be reduced to more reasonable
J response.It also broadensthe frequencyrange of the re- valuesof 0.03 to 0.27 by assumingthat the melt is completely

sponse.Forthe sheetmodel,conductivities
of 0.2 and2 S/m interconnected- the upper Hashin-Shtrikman bound. As our
in the upwellingzone bracketthe measuredresponsewhile data do not uniquely determine the distribution of conducthe optimum fit is at 0.6 S/m. The responses
for the sheet tivity beneath the ridge, we sought other geologically reamodel fit the observationsmarginally better than those for
the equivalent prism model. A further marginal improvement in the chi-squaredstatistic can also be obtained by
allowingthe conductivity in sheetto be depth dependent.

sonablemodels consistentwith the data that predict a lower
partial melt fraction in the upwelling zone. The responses
are also included in Fig. 2. If the upwelling zone is broad-

enedto a uniformwidth of 15 km, then the bestestimgteof
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the conductivity in the anomaly may be reducedby a factor

Law, L.K. 2• J.P. Greenhouse,
Geomagnetic
variationsoundingof

the asthenosphere
beneaththe Juan de Fucaridge,J. Geophys.
of 1.5 from 0.6 S/m to 0.4 S/m. Further, a modelincluding
Res., 86, 967-978, 1981.
a 1.0 S/m conductiveupper crustal anomaly 10 km wide
Oldenburg,D.W., K.P. Whirall 2• R.L. Parker, Inversionof ocean
and 3 km deeprepresentinga hydrothermalzone,a 0.2 S/m

lower crustal anomaly 15 km wide to the base of the crust

bottom magnetotelluricdata revisited, J. Geophys.Res., 89,
1892-1833, 1984.

and a 15 km wide mantle anomalyreducedto 0.2 S/m also

Phipps Morgan, J., E.M. Parmentier 2• J.Lin, Mechanisms for
the origin of mid-oceanridge axial topography: Implications
fits the data. The correspondingmelt fractions are 0.14 and
for the thermal and mechanicalstructure of accreting plate
0.03 for the Archie and upper Hashin-Shtrikman boundsreboundaries, J. Geophys.Res., 92, 12832-12836, 1987.
spectively. The responseof the crustal conductivityanomaly
Schmeling,H., Numerical modelson the influenceof partial melt
alone is not large enough to fit the observedJ response.Inon elastic, anelastic and electrical properties of rocks. Part
creasingthe conductivityabove1 S/m wouldrequireaverage
electrical conductivity., Phys. Earth Planet. Inter., •3, 123-

temperaturesand porositiesabove 200ø C and 0.20 respec126, 1986.
tively assuminga pore fluid with the chemical composition Sinha, M.C., D.A. Navin, L.M. MacGregor, S.C. Constable, C.
of seawater.
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